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About Us 
 

Jadestone is the 100% owner and operator of the producing Montara project, offshore Australia.  In 
addition, the company’s asset portfolio includes a 100% operated interest in the producing Stag 
oilfield, offshore Australia and exploration and pre-development assets in Vietnam and other parts of 
Southeast Asia.  The company is also in negotiations to confirm an interest in the Ogan Komering 
PSC, onshore South Sumatra, Indonesia and has executed agreements to acquire an operated 69% 
interest in the Maari project, offshore New Zealand. 

The company plans to build its asset portfolio through the acquisition of producing assets where there 
are significant opportunities for operating efficiencies, costs reduction and increased production 
through further investment. 

 The company is also identifying appraised, non-producing assets, with proven resources that can be 
developed and quickly brought to production cost-effectively with strong growth potential. 

Jadestone Energy is headquartered in Singapore, has its principal technical team in Kuala Lumpur 
and country operational offices in Perth, Jakarta, New Plymouth and Ho Chi Minh City. 

Jadestone Energy is listed on the AIM (AIM: “JSE”). 

Who are we looking for? 
 

• Individuals who are passionate, enthusiastic and provide critical expertise to drive Jadestone 
Energy’s growth, strategy and value generation.  As a company with three core operating 
areas in the Asia Pacific region, it is important that all our employees are culturally sensitive 
and respectful of others.  
 

• Jadestone Energy is also committed to reducing our environmental footprint whilst bringing 
the social and economic benefits of our industry to the countries in which we operate.  
Employees are expected to value this commitment whilst always delivering safe and efficient 
operations across assets, cultures and geographies. 
 

What we offer: 
 

• An exciting and highly nimble work environment where employees will collaborate with a 
diverse international team who will encourage them to learn, grow, challenge themselves and 
show their entrepreneurial spirit. 
 

• At Jadestone Energy, you will join a company with a leadership team that has a proven industry 
track record of success.  Jadestone Energy is a new and exciting company, with a pioneering 
spirit where individuals can truly make a difference and flourish. 
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Position:  Supply Chain & Procurement Advisor 
Location:  New Plymouth, New Zealand 
Reporting To: Production Manager, New Zealand 
 
Position Summary 
 
The Supply Chain & Procurement Advisor conducts procurement activities in line with established 
procedures through approved tendering processes expediting and maintaining delivery schedules. 
Oversee Maari logistics activities ensuring that supplies to the Maari offshore facilities are packaged 
and delivered in the most cost-effective way. 
 
Position Accountabilities 
 

• Provide key input into the review and update of material and logistic process and procedures 

to provide a cost efficient and effective logistical support to operations; 

• Procure competitively priced materials of the correct technical specification, in a time-bound 

manner to support offshore operational requirements; 

• Ensure procurement activities are conducted in line with established procedures; 

• Provide material and logistic support for both ongoing operations and any special projects; 

• Ensure good freight forwarding methods are being utilised in an economical and safe manner; 

• Maintain understanding of new processes, technologies, materials, purchasing methods, 

statutory requirements and market conditions; 

• Communicate any significant factors that could affect material costs, unit costs, or procurement 

changes that may have a financial impact to the business; 

• Supervision of the Atlas warehouse personnel and inventory management at the warehouse 

facility. 

• Maintain and update filing of all documents related to the purchase of materials; 

• Provide support in the event of an emergency, to the Incident Response and fulfill duty roster 

obligations as required. 

 

Qualifications & Experience 
 

• Business Management qualification or similar  

• Experience in the use of a purchasing database system 

• Ability to work in a team environment, locally and remotely 

• Demonstrated ability to build and maintain effective working relationships 

• Excellent interpersonal and organizational skills 

• Ethical business conduct 

• Acts in accordance with the Company values at all times 

Application Details:  

To apply for this role, please send your CV to: HR@jadestone-energy.com 
Position closes on 7th August 2020.  Only successful candidates will be contacted  


